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DR16 V2.0 Addendum (E)

Connect the SCSI connector of the SCSI Tape Drive to the SCSI-A connector of the DR16 using an appropriate SCSI cable (bearing in mind all the precautions ... 
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Version V2.0 addendum



Operator’s Manual



WARNING To prevent fire or shock hazard, do not expose this appliance to rain or moisture.



DR16 V2.0 Addendum



Backup to SCSI Tape Drive The DR16 is now able to make backups to SCSI Tape Drives (SCSI-DAT, etc.) in addition to the audio DAT backup and backup to ADAT. Connect the SCSI connector of the SCSI Tape Drive to the SCSI-A connector of the DR16 using an appropriate SCSI cable (bearing in mind all the precautions and considerations regarding SCSI termination, SCSI ID numbers and the total SCSI cable length). Preparation of backup Before making backups, the tape must first be formatted. 1)



Press the SUB-MENU key followed by the 1(DISK) key in the numeric keypad then select on the display by rotating the JOG/SHUTTLE control.



2)



Press the STORE/ENT key. The message



3)



Select message



4)



Select



5)



The message will be displayed. This is the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape Drive that is to be formatted.



6)



Select the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape Drive using the JOG/SHUTTLE control and press the STORE/ENT key to start formatting.



will appear on the display.



with the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key. The will appear on the display. with the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key.



If the tape has been used, the message will appear in the display. Pressing the STORE/ENT key will cause the tape to be erased and re-formatted. Press the ESCAPE key to abort formatting. WARNING The previous data on the tape will be destroyed once formatting is executed even when it is aborted. The great care must be taken when formatting the tape. Creating a Backup 1) Press the SUB-MENU key followed by the 1(DISK) key in the numeric keypad then select on the display by rotating the JOG/SHUTTLE control. 2)



Press the STORE/ENT key. The message



will appear in the display.



3)



Select with the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key . The message TRANSMIT will appear in the display.



4)



Select with the JOG/SHUTTLE control (if not already selected) and then press the STORE/ENT key.



5)



The message will be displayed. This is the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape Drive that is to be formatted.



6)



Select the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape Drive using the JOG/SHUTTLE control and press the STORE/ENT key. The message will appear in the display.



7)



Select the SCSI ID of the hard disk that is to be backed up using the JOG/SHUTTLE control. Page 1



DR16 V2.0 Addendum Select “0” to backup the internal hard disk. 8)



Select the type of backup mode ( then press the STORE/ENT key.



or



) with the JOG/SHUTTLE control



. . . to backup the entire contents of disk . . . to backup by the project 9)



When is selected in step 8) above, select the project name you want to backup using the JOG/SHUTTLE control and then press the STORE/ENT key to start the backup. When the backup is completed, the message resumes normal mode operation.



will be displayed momentarily, then it



Press the ESCAPE key to abort backup operation. Note1: If the tape in the SCSI Tape Drive is write protected, the message will appear on the display and the backup operation will pause allowing you to eject the tape and disable its write protect tab. Press the STORE/ENT key to continue the backup operation, after disabling the write protecting tab (or ESCAPE to abort). Note2: If the tape already contains backup data, the message display and the backup operation will be aborted automatically.



will appear in the



Note3: If the tape is not formatted, the message will appear in the display. The tape will be formatted when the STORE/ENT key is pressed. ALL DATA ON THE TAPE WILL BE ERASED!! Backup to multiple tapes If a single tape cannot accommodate the entire backup data, it is possible to back it up across several tapes. 10)



When the tape becomes full during backup, the backup operation is temporarily stopped and the message will appear in the display.



11)



Replace the tape in the SCSI Tape Drive with a new formatted tape.



12)



Press the STORE/ENT key to resume backup. When the backup is completed, the message then it resumes the normal mode operation.



will appear in the display momentarily,



Press the ESCAPE key to abort backup. NOTE: When backing up to multiple tapes, it is recommended that you number the tapes carefully in sequence for the purpose of proper restoring later.
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DR16 V2.0 Addendum Backup of multiple disks The DR16 may use audio data spread over several disks for a single project. When such a project is backed up, the DR16 will automatically access the appropriate disks that contain the necessary audio data. However, if the same audio data is used for several projects, the same audio data will be backed up in duplicate. If the entire disk mode is selected and the project(s) use multiple disks, the message will appear in the display. Press the STORE/ENT key to continue the backup operation or press the ESCAPE key to abort. NOTE: When ENTIRE MODE is selected for backup, it will backup one disk only. When the backup is successfully finished, the other disks that contains the necessary audio data must also be backed up separately, again in the ENTIRE DISK mode. Please note that It is not possible to backup data from several disks onto a single tape. Verifying backup data The DR16 can verify the backup data. 1)



Press the SUB-MENU key followed by the 1(DISK) key in the numeric keypad and then select on the display by rotating the JOG/SHUTTLE control.



2)



Press the STORE/ENT key . The message



3)



Select message



4)



Select



5)



The message Drive that is to be verified.



6)



Select the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape Drive using the JOG/SHUTTLE control and press the STORE/ENT key to start verifying.



will appear in the display.



with the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key. The will appear in the display. with the JOG/SHUTTLE control and then press the STORE/ENT key. will be displayed. This is the SCSI ID number of the SCSI Tape



Assuming the verify process is completed without any errors, the message appear in the display momentarily, then it resumes the normal mode of operation. If any error is detected, the message



will



will be displayed.
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DR16 V2.0 Addendum



Restore from SCSI Tape Drive The RESTORE process will restore your backups from the SCSI Tape Drive back to the hard disk. Restore 1)



Press the SUB-MENU key followed by the 1(DISK) key in the numeric keypad then select on the display by rotating the JOG/SHUTTLE control.



2)



Press the STORE/ENT key . The message



3)



Select the SCSI ID number of the hard disk that is to be restored using the JOG/SHUTTLE control and press the STORE/ENT key.



4)



The message JOG/SHUTTLE control.



5)



Press the STORE/ENT key and the message will appear in the display. This is the SCSI ID of the SCSI Tape Drive you are restoring from.



6)



Select the SCSI ID of the SCSI Tape Drive using the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key to start restoring.



will appear in the display.



will be displayed. Select



NOTE: If the data on the tape is not read properly for some reason, the message appear on the display and the restore operation is aborted. Restoring from multiple tapes When restoring backups spread across several tapes, the message the display when a tape comes to an end during the restore operation. 7)



Replace the tape in the SCSI Tape Drive with the next one required.



8)



Press the STORE/ENT key to continue restoring.



using the



will



will appear in



Press the ESCAPE key to abort the restore operation. NOTE: When the data has been backed up over several tapes, the tapes MUST be loaded in the same order as they were backed up. If a wrong tape is inserted, the message will appear on the display and the restore operation will pause, allowing you to insert the correct tape. To continue restoring, place the correct tape then press the STORE/ENT key. Interchangeability with DD1500 The AKAI DD1500 system allows you to store several backups on a single tape, while the DR16 can store only one backup. Further, the title of the backup made on the DR16 is always fixed as “Backup”. This cannot be changed by the user. If tapes with several backups originally made by the DD1500 are used, the DR16 will restore the first backup it can find (i.e. the data stored at the beginning of the tape). Subsequent backups that may be on the tape will be ignored and are not accessible.
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DR16 V2.0 Addendum Messages during Backup and Restore The file count or the following messages will be displayed whilst the DR16 is backing up or restoring data to or from the SCSI Tape Drive: Preparing to access the SCSI Tape Drive Searching the backup data on the SCSI tape Rewinding the SCSI tape Ejecting the SCSI tape from the SCSI Tape Drive



PROJECT SAVE The new menu has been added to the UTILITY page of SUB-MENU mode. This enables to save projects under different names. This allows you to save a project that may have undergone extensive editing either as an alternative version of the song or as a safeguard in case of any irreversible mistake. Another application for this is to create ‘template’ projects. These are empty projects that contain certain configurations of customised settings files which can subsequently be used as the basis for new projects that require these settings. The actual projects you make using these ‘templates’ can, of course, also be saved with a new name. To save a project with a different name. 1)



Press the SUB-MENU key followed by the UTILITY key.



2)



Select



3)



Input the new project name you want to save using the JOG/SHUTTLE control.



4)



Press the STORE/ENT key to save.



using the JOG/SHUTTLE control then press the STORE/ENT key.
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DR16 V2.1 Addendum (E) 

Mar 10, 1997 - 6) Press the STORE/ENT key. FORMATTING appears on the display, and the DR16 starts formatting the disk. Note: Formatting takes awhile.
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DR16 V2.3 Addendum (E) 

May 22, 1997 - Bi-phase 24fps pull-down I/O is supported. ... The DR16 now can select the 8-channel digital output signals on the optional digital ... during the format, copy, back-up, or snapshot operation, the DR16 may sometimes display NO .... Not
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DR16 

SCSI tape drives offer a fast, reliable back-up option for the DR8 and DR16 digital recorders. The main advantage being the VERIFY option that allows the user ...
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Contrfranc comptoir del V20 
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bluefin functional specification v20 
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version 2.0 addendum - Tascam 

Real Hard Drive Size. (Actual Storage Capacity). 1 GB = 1,073,741,824 Bytes. 1024 bytes. 1024 KB. 1024 MB. 1 KB (kilobyte). 1 MB (megabyte). 1 GB (gigabyte).
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Mopho Manual Addendum 

additions and changes that are not documented in the manual. Global Parameters ... time-varying changeâ€”a smooth transitionâ€”between successive, discrete ...
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CONTAINER PACKING MANUAL ADDENDUM 

CAREFULLY FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE AND DURING PACKING AND USING THE PARACHUTE ... 2.1.2 CLOSING THE RESERVE CONTAINER.
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SUPERNOVA Owners Manual Addendum 

The Page Up and Page Down buttons now auto-repeat if they are pressed and held. ... When this parameter is set to â€œPickupâ€� mode no controller data will be sent & no edits to ..... For example a setting of 8 voice will produce a fat sound ... syst
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trax 3.6 addendum 

TRAX has a small but powerful vocabulary, proving commands to manipulate .... Chapter 2: Devices. 15. As an alternative to typing the port assignment, you can ...
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trax 3.6 addendum 

Provide named constants and sub-expressions, making the program easier to maintain. Please refer to .... using the â€œDownloadâ€� button in the â€œDevice Supportâ€� window. ..... The Tao of AppleScript, 2nd Edition, Derrick Schneider/Hayden Books, ..
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EVX e-maxx addendum 2 - notices patrick modÃ©lisme 

The EVX electronic speed control installed in your E-Maxx has been factory set and should not ... Novak. Electronics, Inc.â€”the world leaders in electronic speed control technologyâ€” designed and .... Troubleshooting Guide. This section ...
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Drive Rack Addendum 2.5 

DriveWare allows configuration and parameter editing for System Control. The following gives a brief explanation of the System Control elements within ...
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ASPM Addendum Document - Buyandsell.gc.ca 

22 juin 2016 - Bentonite Seal. Native Backfill. Bentonite Seal. Silica Sand. Standpipe. WL in Standpipe at. Elev. 109.36 m on. Nov. 5, 2015. PIEZOMETER. OR.
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version 2.0 addendum - Tascam 

3. Table of Contents. WAV File Import/Export Function. About WAV Files (16/24 bit, mono files) .... The 788 can only export up to 99 tracks at a time. If you run into ...
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PRICE LIST ADDENDUM 

1 juin 2012 - *You may order this product for personal consumption by calling Distributor Services to place a cross border order. LITERATURE/SALES AIDS.
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NEXGEN ICON PACKING MANUAL ADDENDUM 

NEXGEN ICON HARNESS/CONTAINER PACKING MANUAL. Addendum July 2013. ICON PRO, STUDENT & ACCURACY. CONTAINER & HARNESS SIZES.Missing:
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ar8200 series 2 addendum - TSF70 

Use the main dial or ï ð keys to toggle the. DIMMER ON / OFF. The key may be used as a short cut to OFF. to accept the data and return to a standard display.
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Tyan Thunder K8WE S2895 Manual Addendum 

6-pin SSI EEB 3.51 Workstation Power. Connector. For more information go to http://www.ssiforum.org. 1 3.3VDC 6 GND. 2 3.3VDC 5 GND. 3 +12V2. 4 +12V2.
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Addendum III. â€“ Advance Credit Ledger 

ain in g. A dv an ce. S tr ea m. C re dits. R em ain in g. A dv an ce. We tla nd. C re dits. BROAD. 03050105. 50,000.00. 25.00. 0.00. 0.00. 25,000.00. 25.00. 6/30/ ...
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pic18 configuration settings addendum - Microchip Technology 

Apr 20, 2005 - DS51537C-page 38. External Block Table Read - Block 1: External Block Table Read - Boot Block: PIC18F2331. Oscillator Selection: Fail Safe ...
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International Radio Sailing Association Addendum Q 

May 15, 2010 - Please read with IRSA Addendum Q Advice notes. This addendum ... (b) Add to end of the first sentence of rule 63.1: "and Q3". (c) E5.2 is ...
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pic18 configuration settings addendum - Microchip Technology 

Apr 20, 2005 - DS51537C-page 38. External Block Table Read - Block 1: External Block Table Read - Boot Block: PIC18F2331. Oscillator Selection: Fail Safe ...
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Age of Wonders Manual Addendum 2.3 - Aggelonware 

Dec 20, 1999 - This represents the second release of the Age of Wonders manual addendum. Version 2.3 .... 2. Cold,. Physical. Death Strike. Melee. Unit's Attack. Unit's Damage. 2. Death, .... Road (with Enchant Roads spell in effect). 3 (2).
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